Cancer Science is a wide field that covers almost every branch of cancer research and therapy. Cancers are a group of diseases in which abnormal cells violently develop and spread in the body. More than 100 different types of cancer affect humans. Internationally, it is the second leading cause of death, accounting for one in every seven deaths worldwide. Technologies in the field of Cancer Science are improving promptly. For example, some tumors can be treated with highly sophisticated precision external beam radiation therapy such as proton beam therapy. Some patients can be cured, but for others the emphasis is on effective palliative care and improving quality of life. Cancer Conferences expresses its effort to jettison the cancer from the world.

The Cancer Science 2020 is an event that aims to explore the ways to innovate in the diverse fields of Medical, Pharmaceutical, Clinical, Engineering, Science, Technology and Business. Cancer Science & Therapy deals with the study of basic researches in the field of cancer & oncology. It involves in identifying causes and to develop strategies for diagnosis, prevention, treatment and cure for this dreadful disease.

40th Euro Cancer Congress 2020 was inaugurated followed by the key note session by Colin Paul Spears, California Northstate University College of Medicine, USA, Juan Pablo Marquez-Manriquez, Sonora Cancer Research Center (CICS), USA, Georgia Zhuo Chen, Emory University-School of Medicine, USA, Douglas E Gladstone, Johns Hopkins University, USA. The session was Chair by Guoxiong Xu, Jinshan Hospital of Fudan University, China and Co-Chair by Vincent Murray, University of New South Wales, Australia.

The global market size of cancer diagnostics is expected to reach $22.7 billion from $7.1 billion in 2015. Growing prevalence of oncologic cases, constant technological innovations in diagnostics, and increasing requirement for effective screening tests are some of the main factors prompting the demand for screening tools across the world.

Global Cancer Conferences going to be held during January, 2020 to December, 2020 at various cities in Europe (Copenhagen, London, Barcelona, Madrid, Valencia, Rome, Milan, Berlin, Frankfurt, Vienna, Zurich, Dublin, Edinburgh.... And Many More..!!!
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